
Arisia 2007 Film Room Shedule

Many years ago, when dinosaurs roamed the earth and there were only three television hannels, the �lm room was one

of the big draws at a on and everyone paked in to see old favorite �lms. Today with home video and millions of

television hannels, people aren't quite as desperate. So we've tried to make an attempt to shedule movies that you

won't see on television, and movies that have to be seen with a rowd of obsessed fen in order to get the whole e�et,

the kind of thing you won't get at home on television.

Friday Afternoon

V for Vendetta 4:00pm

Adapted from Allan Moore's graphi novel, this tells the

story of a fasist government in a Britain of the future, and

Evey Hammond's part in bringing it down with the help

of V. It's dark and shadowy, part 1984 and part Batman.

Visually stunning. 35mm Cinemasope, 132 min

This feature will be preeded by the short subjet Christ-

mas/Barney/Easter, a set of three �ve-minute �lms in-

volving a dystopian future desribed from a hild's view-

point. 16mm, 15 min.

World, The Flesh, & the Devil 6:45pm

A 1960 Hugo Award Nominee, this movie shows a post-

apoalypti New York City with only three people remain-

ing. Harry Belafonte's performane alone makes this a spe-

taular �lm. Seldom shown today beause many pereive it

as only an allegory about the sixties ivil rights movement,

it is really a �lm about soial upheaval in general and how

people behave when taken out of their familiar soiety. This

was Belafonte's only SF �lm, and this showing may be your

only hane to see it ever. 16mm B&W, 95 min.

Preeded by E.P.M., a short subjet �lm exploring law

enforement tehnology in the not-so-distant future. This is

more or less an example of Roboop tehnology, as adapted

to a town like Mayberry. 16mm, 3 min.

Spae Angel 8:30pm

A urious produt of the early 1960s, this is an animated

hildren's television show employing Synhro-Vox, a proess

in whih live ation lips were rotosoped onto still drawings.

The plotlines and the artwork both owed a lot to the pulp

SF styles of the day and were quite advaned for a kid's

show of that era. We'll be showing one half-hour episode

at random from an original arhive print. With a surprise.

(46 min, 16mm Sakuraolor)

Men into Spae: Flareup 9:30pm

Rushed into prodution as rapidly as possible after Sputnik,

this CBS television series took plae in spaeraft, spae

stations, a moonbase, and in various loations around the

solar system, thanks to amazing matte artwork by Ches-

ley Bonestell. It went on the air with tehnial assistane

from military and sienti� spae organizations whih later

were merged to form NASA, making it probably the �rst

serious hard siene �tion show on television and ertainly

the �rst aimed at adults. The episode we show is from the

Hugo-nominated seond season, �rst airing 8/17/60, star-

ring William Lundigan as Col. Edward MCauley, and

Werner Klemperer playing a Russian major. The print is

in magni�ent shape and just looks fabulous. 16mm B&W

(Eastman Diret MP). 28 min.

US-Soviet Spae Mission 10:00pm

This is a 1974 �lm on the upoming Apollo-Soyuz joint

ight. Wath Amerian astronauts trying to learn Rus-

sian while Marshall Titov visits Disneyland. We run this

in memoriam for Vladimir Sergeevith Syromatnikov, the

designer of the doking systems, who died this past Septem-

ber. 16mm, approx 22 min.

Voyage Dans la Lune 11:00pm

Astronomers in pointy hats visit the moon in a annon-�red

projetile loaded by bathing-suit-lad women. There they

meet the unfriendly denizens of the moon and beat a hasty

retreat. This 1902 silent �lm was made by Georges Melies

and was the �rst speial-e�ets-driven SF �lm ever made.

Widely pirated when �rst released, it will be presented with

organ aompaniment by Gary MGath. 16mm, 15 min

Preeded by Mike Donahue's home movies of LACon IV

with organ aompaniment. 16mm, Color by Magno, 4 min.

The Tunnel 11:30pm

The Big Dig has nothing on these guys! This British 1934

�lm, written by Curt Siodmak, details the building of the

undersea tunnel between London and New York. It takes

plae in a world of the future, with television, transatlanti

autogyros and radium drills, and is really quite beautifully

photographed with some exellent e�ets. The print we are

showing is of rather poor quality but as far as we an tell it is

the only one in the US and omes from an arhive olletion.

If you enjoyed Things to Come, you'll �nd this �lm heavier

on the human interest and lighter on the philosophy but still

with impressive futuristi tehnology. An Arisia exlusive.

16mm B&W, 69 min

Saturday Morning

The Andromeda Strain 9:00am

A probe sent to gather miroorganisms from outer spae is

very suessful, putting the entire world at risk. The Wild-

�re team is mobilized to investigate in this �lm by Mihael

Crihton. This is a lassi from the days before Crihton

started reworking his own material and is still remarkably

relevant today. We have an arhive print that is really quite

magni�ent-looking. 16mm Cinemasope, 131 min.

Battle of the Planets 11:30am

Originally produed in 1972 as Siene Ninja Team

Gathaman, this Japanese Anime program was re-edited for

Amerian onsumption in 1978 to tell the story of �ve trans-

muting orphans and their guardian robot 7-Zark-7, �ght-

ing weekly against evil robot enemies sent by their neme-

sis, Zoltar. In this episode, Peaks of Planet Odin, they

�nd themselves on a working vaation. in 16mm, Color by

Getty, approx. 26 min
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Saturday Afternoon

Flaming Ears noon

This 1992 Austrian underground �lm is a story of three

women in a destroyed ity in 2700, and was desribed at

its premiere as an \Edgy yberdyke fantasy." It's a story

of pyromania, omi books, reptiles, and alien lovers, with

many individual plot threads that ome together only at

the end. Or maybe not. You will not see this �lm shown

anywhere else, and it is worth the viewing just for the edgy

but perfetly-done setting. The San Franiso Weekly says,

"Imagine the �lm that J.G. Ballard might have made if he'd

been born an Austrian dyke." In German with subtitles.

16mm. 80 min.

V for Vendetta 1:30pm

Adapted from Allan Moore's graphi novel, this tells the

story of a fasist government in a Britain of the future, and

Evey Hammond's part in bringing it down with the help

of V. It's dark and shadowy, part 1984 and part Batman.

Visually stunning. 35mm Cinemasope, 132 min

This feature will be preeded by the short subjet Christ-

mas/Barney/Easter, a set of three �ve-minute �lms in-

volving a dystopian future desribed from a hild's view-

point. 16mm, 15 min.

12 Monkeys 4:00pm

Terry Gilliam's nightmarish story of a time traveller, sent

bak to stop a bioterrorist attak, who is sent bak six years

earlier than intended and isn't taken seriously. This is a very

dense and ompated story with a lot going on in a short

period of time. Time travel has beome almost a lihe but

this movie makes it new and unique. 35mm, 129 min.

Preeded by Star Trek Blooper Reel II. This isn't the usual

blooper reel that I know of; it was reated by Allan Green-

�eld at NBC from various bits and piees, and it's sort of

fragmentary in overall appearane. This is a little throw-

bak to the sort of thing you might have seen in the �lm

room thirty years bak. Parts may not be suitable for hil-

dren. 16mm, 6 min.

Wargames 11:30pm

Teenage raker uses his IMSAI to start the atomi destru-

tion of the world. The Legion of Doom desribes this �lm as

"Puerile and o�ensive to hakers." Rihard Stallman says, "I

don't get my kiks from that sort of movie." Absolutely de-

void of any redeeming ontent or even a tiny vestige of teh-

nial auray, this �lm provides a little nostalgi glimpse of

a more naive world. This movie is presented in onjuntion

with the Institute for Very Bad Cinema. 35mm, 114 min.

Sunday Morning

The Tunnel 9:00am

The Big Dig has nothing on these guys! This British 1934

�lm, written by Curt Siodmak, details the building of the

undersea tunnel between London and New York. It takes

plae in a world of the future, with television, transatlanti

autogyros and radium drills, and is really quite beautifully

photographed with some exellent e�ets. The print we are

showing is of rather poor quality but as far as we an tell it is

the only one in the US and omes from an arhive olletion.

If you enjoyed Things to Come, you'll �nd this �lm heavier

on the human interest and lighter on the philosophy but still

with impressive futuristi tehnology. An Arisia exlusive.

16mm B&W, 69 min.

Journey to Far Side of the Sun 10:30am

This 1969 live ation �lm is written and produed by Gerry

Anderson of Thunderbirds fame, and it has his trademark

model e�ets. An international oalition of spae sientists

�nds another planet orbiting the sun, and an expedition is

formed to investigate. The e�ets and the plot are very

sophistiated for 1969, and the ending is harateristially

British. This �lm has not been shown in the US sine its

�rst release, and we have an amazing Tehniolor print that

has been in the arhives for almost forty years. It is worth

staying late at the on to see this �lm. 35mm Tehniolor,

101 min.

Audiene Choie 12:30 PM

We will run any of the �lms listed for this weekend. You

must arrive at 12:30 in order to ast your vote. Film will

begin promptly at 12:45 after setup and preparation.


